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PREFACE
The fol101tJing narrative report is a summary of this
agent1s activities in Coconino County for the year 1950-1951.
A total of seventy days was spent in the county this year.
Forty-five days were devoted to adult work and twenty-five days
to 4-H club work.
I �lsh to take this opportunity to thank all National,
Sta.te, and County Extension 1.oJOrkers who have given their most
valuable tine and assistance throughout the year.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Fifteen Coconino County women attended the Annual Program
Planning meeting held In Flags taff this year. The recommendations
were considered by the agent to be truly L�dicative of their needs.
In addition these z-ecomaendatdons follotved the same line of think:ing
as the 1950 and 1951 program. This indicates that the -VJ'omen know
what they are requesting as well as 'Why they are requesting it. For
example in 1949 they studied IfEating for Health In Later Life and
vleight Cont.roL;" In 1950 they studied 1I\'feight Control and Exercises
to harden thos e flabby muscles. If In 1951 they studied "Lunches (box
and home) Ln re lation to the Basi c 7, II and :in 1952 they have requested
that they study ft}1ore of the Basic 7 vIi th relation to low cost and
foreign foods. n
Three main Home Economics projects were studied this year.
They were:
1. Clothing and Textiles
A. Tailoring
B. Buynanship of textile s
2. Food Selection and Preparation
A. Study of the "Baai.c 71f with relation to lunche s
(box and home)
B. Buymanship of food
3. Home 11anagement
A. Kitchen floor coverings
B. Detergents, water softeners, and renovation of
damaged blanket
C. Buymanship of household equipment
Recreation vm.s done in the county at meetings and by groups
meeting together for potluck and parties not the least of -vhich was
the Bi-County style show and tea held at Camp Verde.
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PROGRAlI PLANNING
Bi-County Program Planning
Program Planning is probably the most important phase of an
agent I s entire program. Program Planning encompases a vn.de range of
endeavor j from countywide planning meetings to the planning of indivi­
dual club programs and project meetings. Thearetically counties do
their program planning one fall for the next year but throughout the year
each club member is encouraged to be considering the next years program.
For example an outgrowth of the improved lunches demonstration and study
in 1951 caused the women to want to knotr more about bread making. Those
tlat have to pr epar-e box lunches want a more nutritious food than
commercial bread to build their lunches around.
There are many ways of arriving at a final countywi de Home
Demonstr at ion plan of 'WOrk. In two areas (Doney-Blackbill Park and
Parks areas) Family Community Program P'Lann ing is done with the Home
Demonstration Agent , Agricultural Agent, and men, women and children
of each community participating. This planning is an added experience
in planning for people in these two areas. The women participating in
the Family Community planning meetings also participate in their O1'11n club
planning meetings and in the Bi-County Home Demonstration planning meeting.
In preparation for the Bi-County Program Planning meetings and/or
the Family Community Planning meetings individuals submit their problems
to Homemakers Clubs and other organizations. Representatives of Honemaker s
Clubs, LDS Groups and Family Community Plaming meetings then attend the
Bi-County Planning meeting and make their recomrnendationsfor the countywide
Home Demonstration program. Naturally the wornen from the communities
"t-lhere Family Conmmnity Program Plann:ing is done are especially we..LI versed
in the problems of their own areas. All representatives from all cooper­
ating clubs and organizations came more or less instructed as to what
the problems are in their own communities. Discussion groups then meet
together and attempt to unify their problems. That is, they decide which
problem is common to all areas and groups. Each group (for esampl.er
clothing) nay recommend as many as three or four problems for the county­
wide program. Depending upon the scope of the problems, one to three
problems in each field vrill appear on the county program vh ich then must
be approved by the state office. Both the county and state workers feel
that the HOnE Demonstration Program should be a well rounded program.
That there should be some work done in each of the four phases of homemaking,
nutri tion, clothing, home ne.nagement, and health. The Homemakers in
Coconino County who participate in the Home Demonstration Program are
like all other honema ker s throughout the state - they al�ys want to do
everything at the same time. The problems which they request are usually
enough at least a five year program.
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This year (1951) the Bi-County Program Plannang meeting was held
at Flagstaff on October 26, 1951. Techniques used this year 'torere:
1. A summary of last year IS program requests and accomplishments
was compiled and given to each woman attending. The method
which we used far the Yavapai and Coconino County report
is much mor� easily understood by the average homemaker than
are some of the other types of progress reports which this
agent has seen used (copy attached).
2. Discussion group chairrran were furnished with rraterial on
trends in their particular fields. They were not given
specific topics for selection ashad been done in II' evi.cus
years. This type of discussion is much more difficult for
the chairman to conduct and for the women to participate in
but a review of the probleNs vmich were selected by the
women shows that they can think for themselves if given the
opportunity. As tirr.e goes on vIe feel that both the chairman
and the homemakers "t"Jill become more proficient in these
discussion groups. This type of discussion helps the 1rl0men
grov in their leadership abilities.
3. The Extension Economist talked to the women present about
the national and international economic situation. He
made r-e conmenca td ons to them of mat they as homemakers
could do to keep the U. S. a demoncratic country.
4. A mimeographed sheet on "Progr-am Planning - Discussion
Group Proceeduresu was given to each Homemaker attending
( copy attached).
5. The sifting committee meeting was held wi. th chairman of the
discussion groups immediately following the general meeting.
This proved very success£ul because all members were present
and what had been said was still fresh in their minds.
The results of the third Bi-County Program Fl.annfng meeting was
gratifying and showed growth on the part of the delegate participants.
Aims or goals recommended by the discussion groups and accepted in the
general meet ing were:
1. To increase efficiency to accomplish more
�. To have good nutrition for greater efficiency
3. To complete all projects started
4. Large - more active membership in the Home Demonstration
program and clubs
5. All homemakers participate in Civil Defense
6. Stabilization of the home through better manaeeed families,
for example participate in youth programs and cooperate
with other agencies.
7. Consider inexperienced seamstresses
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OooPERATiVE ErrltNSIoN WORK
.
.
IN
AGRlCUL'_ .AkD HOME ECONOMICS
STA1'E OF ARIZONA
-
Flagstaff'
University ot Arizona
College ot Agriculture
U. S. Department ot Agriculture
and Coconino County Cooperating
October 26.
Agricultural Extension Service
County Agent Work
1951
PBOGRAM PLANNnTG-DISCUSSION GROUP PH)CEDURES
What Are The Groups For?
To select, define, and work together on common problems.
To develop ideas and inSights which will help solve the problems,
Tb identity persons and to get to know them.
To discover helpful resources •.
WHO DOES WIiAT?
The point ot view developed in the P.P conferences is that all
participants in a discussion group have responsibilities tor all of the
necessar,y functions in the group. These include leading, observing,
recording, serving as a resou�ce person, contributing to the flow ot
thinking and the like. The following i:: :1 suggested list ot designated
functions intended to refer to the assUL�ptlon of chief responsibility by
certain individuals and to insure that certain functions are pertor.med
continuously.
Each Group Member
- Helps decide on specific problems and ways of working as a group.
- Contributes ideas and suggestions related to the problem.
- Listens to what other members say and seeks helpful ideas and inSights.
- Requests clariti"cation when needed.
- Observes the group process and makes suggestions.
- Assumes various roles as needed.
The Leader
- Helps group get acquainted.
- Reports results of pre-conf'erer:.re ple.nning for work ot group.
- Helps group proceed with plann:'..r.e; and decid�l.l\g.
- Oalls on group to clarify� analy��, and summarize problems and
suggested solutions.
- Draws out the tttimid soul" and keeps the dominant person trom
monopolizing.
- ASSists recorder.
The Recorder
- Keeps a record of the main prob l.ems , �.f'�'J.es, ideas, facts, and
decisions as they develop in the dtsc'l:.&sion.
- Summarizes points and reports to group from t�e to time as needed.
- Prepares tinal group report and is responsible tor getting it to
proper cl�aring house.
• Reads the recommendations to the general assembly.
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Resource PersoBnel
- SUpply lnto�t1on or material at request of group or when such
seems pertinent to discussion.
- Cite experiences at request of group or when such seems pertinent
to discussion.
- Assist leader in moving toward achievement of'soals.
Parts are selected trom report by J. Cecil Parker, University of
California, Berkeley.
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Recommendations of the various groups for project work and
study in 1952 were:
1. Clothing group
a. Tailoring on materials other than wool
b. Finishing techniques (short cuts)
c. Tailoring men I s shirts
20 Nutrition group
a. Bread making
(1) Bread
(2) Basic sweet dough
b. Basic 7 menus in relation to low cost foods and
foreign foods. (use people in own comnuni.ty for
specialists)
c. Home Freezing - suggest that it be presented as a
frozen meal.
(1) Discussion of new �Tappings and foods to freeze
(2) Frozen meals
d. Preparation and preservation of game animals
3. Home management group
a. Upholstery (special interest)
b. Simple household repair - sink stoppage, light cords, etc.
c. Fabric cleaning - rugs, upholstery
d. Use of household textiles, drapery making
e. Flower arrangements
f. Textile painting and ceramics
g. I'-iultiple purpose rooms (sewing, laundry, et.c , )
4. Health group
a. Fly control as a basic factor in any health program.
Have joint meetings for improved coverage.
b. Water supply - private as well as public
c. Financial problems of widows and single women
d. Making members available for drives in welfare work
such as Red Cross, Cancer, Polio, T. B. Blood Banks, etc.
Extra
Christmas gift suggestions
The proposed plan of action to answer these problems (Home
Demonstration Program) is: (This is tentative and Hill have to be O. K.ld
by the State Office)
JANUARY Bread making principles Agent
FEBRUARY Fancy breads
Furniture upholstering -
special interest
Leaders
Agent
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MARCH Furniture upholstering -
special interest.
Furniture upholstering -
club meetings.
Agent
Leaders
APRIL Tailoring - special interest.
Tailoring - club meetings.
Agent
Leaders
HAY Tailoring - special interest.
Tailoring - club meetings.
Agent
Leaders
JUNE Simple Household Repair. Agent
JULy Freezing - food preservation.
Financial problems of widows and
single women.
Agent
Agent
A mimeographed report of the Bi-County Progr-am Planning meeting was sent
to each woman "Who attended the meeting and to all club presidents through­
out the county (copy attached). This report served as a re-itteration of
the topics discussed at the planning meeting as well as giving the club
presidents a tentative idea of what the 1952 county home demonstration
program would be. Some changes have since had to be made in the sequence
of the program in order to fit the various projects into the state plan of
work but the projects remain the same.
One of the big advantages of publishing the meeting report and
tentative schedule for the next year's program as soon as possible is that
those women who assisted in the planning have an opportunity to see that
their recommendations for the county program are actually to be follovled.
The trend towards Special Interest meetings Ls becoming more
pronounced. Last year (1951) we covered one project (tailoring) by meeting
with special interest groups. This coming year (195L) we are scheduled
to have two special interest subjects, furniture repair (upholstering) and
tailoring of cotton and rayon fabrics. This trend towards special interest
groups is both good and bad. Good because the women actually use the
techniques taught right then but bad because they take so much of the
agent's and specialist's time.
Leaders were trained last year to carry portions of three projects.
These leaders did a good job of r el.ayi.ng the mstructions which they received.
Farruly Con�unity Program Planning.
Over-all (Agricultural Home Economics and 4-H) comnnmity program
planning was 00 ntinued in the Doney-Blackbill Park area this year. The
1951 planning was done last l/[arch and the 1952 planninc; was done in October
of 1951. Family Cornrmmity Program Planning was started this year in
October for 1952 in the Parks area.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
P. O. BOX 388
PRESCOTT
JNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
:OLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
J. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
IND YAVAPAI COUNTY COOPERATING
October 29, 1951
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK
COUNTY AGENT WORK
REPORT OF HOMEMAKERS' PROGRAM PLANNING MEETmG
The third annual Yavapai and Coconino County
Home Demonstration Program Planning day was held at the
Flagstaff State College from 10 A. lv.i.. to :3 P. M. October
26, 1951. Forty-fivE! county representatives 'of home­
makers' clubs, LDS groups, women's clubs and Extension
staff were present.
The Program Planning meeting was called to
order in Room S-202 at Arizona State College, Flagstaff:
by Lucinda E. Hughes, Home Demonstration Agent for both
counties. In recognition of United Nations week, she
emphasized that women Of all the United Nations were
meeting'together and planning to broaden their concepts
of home, community, county, state, national and in ter­
national affairs and common interests; that all women
of the United Nations have common interests of improved
nutrition, health, children, economics and world pe�cs.
Miss Hughes explained the Governor's Confer­
ence on Children and Youth being held in Phoenix� Novem-·
ber 9 and 10, 19514! ' She announced that Esther Henderson,
Dewey and Esther Butler, Doney Parks would represent the
rural women of Yavapai and Coconino counties respectively.
Miss Hughes also suggested that all homemakers' clubs
contribute to the expenses of the representative from
their county_
Dr. Robert A. Topp, Director of the Elementary
(training) Schooi welcomed the women to the college cam­
pus. He emphasized the all important role of women in
our country,
, Bill Brechan, Coconino County Agricultural
Agent, told of the almost 100% crop failure of beans
and small grain in Coconino County this year but em­
phasized that water and' feed both looked good for this
Fall and Winter. Mr. Brechan also emphasized the
necessity of soil rebuilding,
,
Alvin Allen, Yavapai County Agricultural Agent
mentioned the upward trend of certified seed prices and
predicted a drop in beef prices in 1952.
-Thomas M. Stubblefield, Agricultural Extension
Economist, pointed out to the ladies the cause of infla­
tion, briefly "the amount of currency surpasses the
amount of civilian goods available." He also mentioned
that the amounts of cotton and synthetic fibers'available
were high and those of wool were low, therefore, it we
as homemakers want to do our part in not buying scarce
articles and th�s pushing prices even higher,in this
instance we should buy cotton and synthetic tiber goods.
The principle is "Buy goods in adequate supply and not
those that are in low supply."
Miss Jean Stewart, State Home ,Demonstration
Leader talked'on planning, emphasizing the triangle by
which we plan.
Program of 1J{ork
<.
How
(Results)
An exceLl.ent luncheon was served at the Vandi­
vier' Lodge, Flagstaf.f.' Atiiss Margare t Pipes, Home Econo­
mist, Arizona State College, Flagstaff, took us on 8n
imaginary trip uAround the V'iorld with Food," Miss Pipes'
talk made everyone wan t to tryout one of those "r e.aL
s8,Jldwiches"; Smorgasbords, nSpit" cakes and other
specialties.
As soon as the formal portion of the program
was completed, the women divided into discussion groups.
They discussed in the various fields of the Home Demon­
stration program and made their reco�mendations for the
1952 Home Demonstration program. Chairmen of the dis­
cussion groups were:
Mrs. Laura Rowland
Mrs. Estelle Thomas
Mrs. Ray Stenhouse
Mrs. Lexa Madole
Clothing
Nutrition
Home Iv�anag6ment
Health-
Aims or goals recommended by the discussion
groups and accepted in the general meeting were:
1. To increase efficiency to accomplish more
2. To have good nutrition for greater efficiency,
3. To complete all projects started.
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4. Large - more active membership in the
Home Demonstration program and clubs�
5. All homemakers participate in Civil Defense
6. Stabilization of·the home through better
managed families, for example ·participate
in youth programs and cooperate with other
agencies.
7. Consider inexperienced seamstresses.
Recommendations Of the variour groups for pro­
ject work and study in 1952 were:
1. Clothing group.
a. Tailoring on materials other than wool.
b. Finishing techniques (short cuts).
c. Tailored men's shirts.
2. Nutrition group.
a. Bread making
(I) Bread
(2) Basic sweet dough
b. Basic 7 menus in relation to low
cost foods end foreign foods
(Use people in own community for
specialties)
c. Home freezing - suggest that it be
presented as a frozen meal.
(1) Discussion of new wrappings end
foods to freeze
(2) Frozen meals
d. Preparation and preservation of game
animals.
Home management group.
a. Upholstery (special interest)
b. Simple household repair
Sink stoppage)
Light cords )
Iron cords )
Hashers )
e.
f.
g.
Fabric cleaning - rugs, upholstery
Use of household textiles, drapery
making
Flower arrangements
Textile painting and ceramics
Multiple purpose rooms
(sewing, laundry, etc.)
c.
d.
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4. Health group
a. Fly control as a basic factor in
any health program
Have joint meetings for improved
coverage
b. Water supply - private as well as
public
C. ]'inancial problems of widows and
single women
.
d. Making members available for drives
in welfare work such'as Red Cross,
cancer, polio, T. B., blood banks, etc.
Extra
Christmas gift suggestions
Proposed plan of action to answer these prob­
lems - Home Demonstration Program. (This is .tentative
and will have to be O. K.'d by the State Office).
JANUARY Bread making principles Agent
FEBRUARY Fancy breads
Furniture upholstering -
special interest
Leaders
Agent
MARCH Furniture upholstering -
special interest
Furniture upholstering �
club meetings
Agent
Leaders
APRIL Tailoring - specia1 interest
Tailoring - club meetings
.Agent
Leaders
MAY Tailoring - special interest
Tailoring - club meetings
Agent
Leaders
JUNE Slinple Household Repair .Agent
JULY Freezing - Food Preservation
Financial problems of widows
and single women
.Agent
Agent
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AUGUST Freezing - Food Preservation
Financial problems of widows
and single women
Agent
Agent
SEPTEMBER Basic 7 menus low cost and
foreign foods - specialty
foods Leaders
OCTOBER Basic 7 study Agent
NOVEMBER Christmas gift suggestions Kit
Fly control and water supply wi th cooperation
of County Agent, Home Demonstration Agent, specialists
and both men and women in th e community. Maybe Home­
makers' clubs could arrange to meet with the Far.m Bureau.
I hope that this report covers everything and
that the proposed plan of work will be satisfactory wi th
all cone erne d.
Sincerely yours,
f:>· --e c- I I
/).�eM1.cla.: (r,. 7-j,�--f Iu-�
Lucinda E. Hughes j
HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT
-5-
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At the present time both the Agric'Jltural Agent and the Home
Demonstration Agent are attempting to work out a satisfactcr y date for
Farnily Community Plaming. Undoubtedly this w-ill be a state-tilde problem
in the very near future since this type of planning is gradually extending
to all areas. To date the agents feel that club, community and county­
wide planning especially in the Home Economics field involves too much
duplication.
The problems of Fmnily Community Program Planning are:
1. A satisfactory date for meetings. If J...gricultural and
Home Economics planning are to be done together the planning
meetings must be late in the fall. Planning for a new
Agricultural year cannot be done until results are in for
the currant year.
2. Active Home Economics clubs like to plan alone for their
Home Economics work and are not too interested in many cases
in attending the Fa�ily CommtuUty Program Planning meetings.
3. Bi-County Home Economics planning cannot be satisfactorily
done until after both club and Family Community Prog-ram
Planning meetings have been held. or necessity this makes
the Bi-County Home Economics Program Planning very late in
the year, almost too l.a te for both the agent and the specia­
lists. The agent does not feel that it is good for the
Agricultural Extension Service general program if the majority
of the problems brought out in the Family Community Program
Pl.anrring general meeting are not even touched by the Home
Demonstration pro�ram for the following year. In the opinion
of the agent this is a serious problem. and should receive
the utmost consideration of both agents and specialists.
In Coconino County the specific plans followed in Family Corunun­
ity Program Plarming are:
1. A public meeting is held specifically for Extension Service
Program Planning in the community house or a public meeting
place.
2. The Agricultural Agent acts as chairman and gives the
Agricultural statistics and aims of Program Planning.
3. The Assistant Director presents the a i.ns of Program Planning
giveing the over all picture.
4. The Herre Demonstration Agent presents the Home .sconomlc s
Statistics and the won�nls responsibilities and place in
Family Community Pr-ogram Planning.
5. Picture slides'of 4-H, Home �conomics and A�ricultural
interest are shown and discussed.
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6. The people present and discuss (briefly) their specific
problems.
7. The people evaluate their problems as to 1st, 2nd, etc.,
degree of importance.
The primary Home Economic problems lis ted in the Har-ch Doney­
Blackbill Park Program Planning were i
*1.
2.
3.
·*4.
5.
*6.
Freezing Information (additional to 1950).
Sewing machine clinics.
Correct home lighting.
High altitude cookery.
Upholstering of furniture.
County Fair judging standards.
Those subjects which are preceeded by an (*) were done in 1951.
The primary Home Economics problems requested in the October
Program Planning meeting in this same area were:
1. Tailoring of drapes.
2. Upholstering of furniture.
3. Cleaning of rugs.
4. Naking of lamp shades.
5. Dry cleaning.
6. Cleaning of pyrex cooking utensils.
7. Bread making.
A critical analysis of these recommendations shows that there
is a great deal of "follow thru" in the womens thinking.
1. Some of the women had not been able to attend the 1950
Freezing school. The talk of their neighbors encouraged
them to want to attend such a demonstration.
2. .A sewing machine clinic had been held in 1950 but two
wone n vKlO had been unab'l,e to attend 1iJanted another one in
the area.
3. FUrniture upholstering is such a problem that it appears
in both recorr@endations. This will be done next year (1952).
4. Bread makinz is a follow th�u on improved lunches (1951).
The Parks group decided that their greatest problem was
organization. Tm area has a Child BettermBnt Association thru VJhich the
agent does some work but tdme does not permit all of the subjects to be
thoroughly studied. Plans are non being made for the or-garri.aat.i.on of a
homemakers club next spring.
General Program Planning.
At the present t Lne the agent is actually 't'.Torkins tzit.h and/or
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cooperating with three Homemakers Clubs, two LDS groups, the Flagstaff
Kiwanis, the Parks Child Betterment Association and the Coconino Farm
Bureau. Thru cooperating with all of these groups which are composed
primarily of rural people the agent is reaching mer-e and more rural people.
The agent is also cooperating with the Coconino County Fair
Commission. By close cooperction w�th this group it has been possible
to inject many educational features into the fair. Score cards for
household items, canned foods, frozen foods, and baked foods were exhibited
at the 1951 County Fair ,
I'havar-Lous clubs in the county (Homemakers Club, LDS, Farm
Bureau, Child Betterment Association, Kiwanis) have all responded to the
youth needs of the county. Whereever there is an opportunity th�
actively sponsor the 4-H club program in the county and in their 01-Jn
communities. This sponsorship has taken the form of:
1. Supplying or finding a leader.
2. Supplying fnnds for community, county and state events.
3. Ciiving of medals and other awards to outstanding 4-H' ers ,
4. .Assisting the leader by letting her knotr that the entire
club is back of her.
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Tailoring of woolen suits and coats was this ye er 1 s (1951)
prin�ry clothing project. SL�een rural women made either a suit or
coat under the supervision of the clothing specialist and the home
demonstration agent. This project was a conducted special interest
group. Those women who made suits or coats were responsible as trained
leaders for bro months club meetings. They demonstrated:
1. Pressing equipment and how to press.
2. HaJ:..ing of bound button holes a ndhow to sew on buttons.
Although the largest percent of the regular club members either
did not feel competent to make a tailored suit or they did not have the
desire to do so they were extremely interested in these particular phases.
The aims of the clothing project were:
1. Each 'Vlo:rra.n na de a tailored garment. for herself or another
adult.
2. Each ucman to learn tailoring techniques so that she could
rra ke similar garments for herself and her family.
The proceedures for the tailoring groups were:
1. Selection of pattern and fabrics.
2. Making pattern alterations.
3. Baking muslin garments and fittings.
4. Haking shoulder pads.
5. Cutting fabric.
6. Stay lining of material pieces.
7. Padding of fronts and collars.
8. Basting garment together and fitting.
9. Finishing:
Fronts and collars.
Belts.
Shoulder pa ds ,
Buttons.
Hems.
For the past t1-JO years clothing project Volork has been aimed
t.owards a tailoring project. The 'VJOIDen have studied:
1. How to take accurate body measurements.
2. How to alter a pattern to conform to these measurements.
3. How to place a pattern on the rra terial.
4. How to transfer markings •
.5. How to put on facings and seam binding.
6. How to pla ce stay lines.
7. H01J to put in sleeve.
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Naturally, since extension wor-k differs from classroom school work
which has specific requirements for enrollment some of the women in the
tailoring classes had not �astered all of the above mentioned techniques
of sesring , However, the majority of "hard to fit" women had a fair idea
of how to alter the sleeves, busts, and hips of their patterns so that
they fit.
In order to avoid any possibility of a garment not fitting each
woman after selecting her pattern and fabric altered the IAttern to fit
her Olin measurements. She then made the garment out of muslin. This
muslin garment was fitted and any needed alterations wer-e made. Altera­
tions in the muslin were later transfered back to the paper pattern so
that the paper pattern could be used in the final cutting. This muslin
pattern serves two purposes:
1. Eleminates any possibility of a homemaker wasting expensive
:rm.terial because of the garment being too small in spots.
2. Gives the homemaker an opportunity to practice any new
techniques such as a special set in pocket, square cornered
set-ins and the like.
Placing the pattern on the fabric, cutting and stay lining
rated high in what the women learned in tailoring. During the last felv
years in our clothing work 1'1e have emphas.Lz ed pattern placement and cutting
but the women had never felt the necessity for following instructions as
they did in these meetings. It has been of interest to the agent to note
the car�J over of the cutting technique. Recently the agent listened in
on a conversation between two homena ker s , One woman was making her little
girl a coat. Her friend said, IfDid you cut from the wide to the narrmi?"
She said, "I sure did. f1 til 'Vlant the seams to match and not be stretched."
Stay lining of all cut bias edges was proved very important to
the women. Some women hat-e to "waste" thread and really felt that stay­
lining was a I1waste. II However, after afew of them had had to rip the
same stitched seam or edge several times they realized the importance of
not having the edge stretched. Probably where stretching of an edge
showed up most prominently was on the lapels of suits and coats. Only
two women stretched the edges of their material because of lack of stay-
line stretching but these two served to "pr ove the point" to the other 'VTOI'len.
In spite.of the specialists recommendation many of the women
bought Charmein gabardine for their suits. By the t ime they had tried to
pad the fronts ani put in a blind hem they thoroughly understood 'Why they
should have used a softer material for their first suit.
An interesting side-light on the tailoring classes happened
to the agent one day. The agent 'V;a'VJ the state veternarian on the street
and he said, "I hear tba.t you are teaching some of the "mrllen how to tailor.
They tell me that they are learning to tailor alright but on the side they
are learning a lot of New �'iords ! !
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The culmination of the tailoring classes was a bi-countY-1\ride
style show and tea. Camp Verde acted as hostess. One hundred eighty
rural women from both counties attended, fifty tailored garments irer-e
modeled. The coat vlhich caused the largest amount of comment was a
3/4 length leather coat made of deer skins. This coat gave many tronen
the inspiration ·to save deer skins and. make garments for themselvcs and
t�neir f'ami.Lf.es , There are plenty of deer skins available in both Yavapai
and Coconino CountLes am the cost of tanning and dying skins is small,
especially trhen ue consider the value of the f:L"'1ished Garment.
The results of the tailoring classes wer-e hi;;hly satisfactory.
In fact so satisfactory that there immediately began to be demands for
more tailoring in 19.52. Both tromen who bad and had not taken the tailor­
ing this year want another in 1952.
B�lUanship of Textiles.
At the pr ogram planning .meet.Lng held in August, 1950 in
preparation for the 19.51 Home Denonsbra tion program an effort was made
to direct the wo mene thinking t01nJ2..rds budgeting but they trer-e not willing
to consider budgeting as such. They did, however, indicate a desire to
study buymanship in all fields of homemaking. In the clothing field we
decided to teach "Buynanshap of Textiles" vJith emphasis on rayon and other
synthetic fibers.
Rayon is probably our most common synthetic fiber today. There
are many interesting variation and combination materials being made of
this fiber. The pr mary things studied concerning rayons were:
1. Detection: Rayon or other fiber - Type of rayon.
2 � Cbaracteristics of each ty� of r-ayon,
3. Characteristics of combinations of synt.he td.c material and
natural fibers.
4. Recommendations for a staisfactory label for rayon ani part
rayon fibers, fabrics.
Leader training meetings were held by the agent and the clothing
specialist to train the leaders in the above princ_i9les. Leaders then
took the material and information back to their individual clubs.
In an effort to impress upon the women the importance of accurate
discriptive Labe'Li.ng the tronen were given samples of 100% virgin wool,
rayon simulated woo l, and Irish linen, rayon simulated linen, et.c , , and
as1::ed to tell which was genuine and -vm.ich rayon. Seventy-five percent
of the tromen picked the simulated fabric for the genuine. Decause of
finishes uhich are nOH being put on linen fabric to rake it crease
resistant and permanently stiff the moisture test no longer trorka, Rayons
are now being finished so that they do not stretch, 'VJrinkle or pull.
These finishes make it impossible for the majority of the homcnakor s to detect
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rayon from other fabrics. During the last few months several of the
women have put this train:ing on buymanship to good use. Some salesmen
have been going t.hru the courrcr'y peddling fllOO�& English import wocLen''
yardage. This yardage sells for from C20 to :';35 per three yard piece
and is 60 :inches vJ'ide. The color s and quality are lovely. But sad to
say the ITB terial nre n tested for wool by the burning test was not trooL,
ll.lthough a fevr women bought s one of this material and got flstungft they
nos feel tbat they have learned a most valuable lesson. The ma�jority
of the women tested before they bought and did not buy. One women tbat
bought Bome of the material said, "live wanted a good rayon dresc for a
year or so but I hadn I t really planned on paying $10 a yard for the
material. I surely vIllI remember to test any unlabeled or doubtful
reaterial before I buy it after this. n
Another vroman who attended the leader training meeting said
that s be went ribht home and tested a ft supposed'ly" nylon shirt by the
acetone test. Sad to say this matorial 1-Jas not nyl.on, -it teas acetate rayon.
The most far reaching,lasting results of this project on
buynanshap of rayon is:
1. It made the homemakm�s conscious of different types of
materials and vrhat the labels mean,
2. It made homemaker-s demand to see the label.
3. It taught methods of detection other than ncd.st.ur e , 'sight
and feel.
h. It taught good and poor characteristics of each type of
fiber: rayon, wool, cotton, nylon, linen.
The results of the 1951 Clothin,S and Textiles projects uer e
satisfactory. The uomen learned:
1. Tailaring technic;_ue s ,
2. ':lextile buymansh.i.p techniques, both of lJhich are pr ovtng
to be of invaluable assistance to them.
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IJUTRITION
Food Selection and Preparation.
General good nutrition is still one of the primary interests
of the rural women of the co unty , Each year at our program planning
meeting the nutrition group r-ecommends that ile study more about the
"Basic 7" with emphasis on sene particular phase. This year they �ranted
emphasis on Lunches , both home and box.
The aims of this project were:
1. To L�prove general nutrition.
2. To improve the luncheon menu.
3 � To improve the corisunptd.on of lunches - especially box lunches.
4. To make lunches more attractive, and less monotonous.
The agent demonstrated and discussed the basic 7 food char-t , Emphasis
�JaS given the quantity of food (number of servings of each of the basic 7)
that should be taken each day for a person to be adequately nourished.
Each homemaker realized the hopelessness of any person eating this much
food at anyone meal. Over half of the mothers indicated that their problem
was that children and sometimes everyone left the house without an adequate
breakfast and carried their lunch. Therefore, unless the lunch was
adequate the problem of good nutrition 'WJaS insurmountable. Sample menus
for both box and home lunches were given to the homemaker s , The box lunches
trer-e variations of the home lunch so that the homemaker having both types
of lunches to prepare could give the entire family a siJnilar meal.
'rhe following is a sample of the menus distributed:
HOIum; BOX
Creamed veGetable soup
�leat sandxi.ch
Sliced tora to and lettuce salad
Cup cake
Drink
Creamed vegetable soup
Heat sandwich
Fresh tomato
Cup Cake
Drink
Grilled cheese sandwich
\'ialdorf salad
Fruit pie
Drink
Creamed cheese sandwich on
banana nut bread
Ualdorf salad
Fruit pie
Cocoa
Vegetable beef soup
Fruit salad with cottage cheese
Bread and butter
Cookies
rIilk
Vegetable beef :Joup
Slice han and cheese sandHich
Lettuce, carrot illlU celery
Fresh fruit
Cookies
I\1ilk
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Hard cooked egg salad
Bread and butter
Fruit
Cookies
Hot chocolate
Egg salad sandwich
Lettuce
Fresh fruit
Oatmeal raisin cookies
Eot chocolate
Soup
Scalloped cabbage with cheese
Sliced tomato salad
Bread and butter
Cake
lJ:ilk
Scalloped cabbage and cheese
Heat sandtri.ch
Lettuce
Fresh fruit
Cake
Cocoa
Cream of t.onat.o soup
Raw vegetable plate
Date nut bread and butter
Fruit cup
Drink
Creamed tomato soup
Date nut bread and butter
Raw vegetable sticks
:Fruit cup
Drink
Various types of sandwich fillings, cuts and packaging materials
were demons tr-a t.ed , The types of packaging materials demonstrated ue:ce:
1. AIU1TlinlJ1Tl foil.
2. Plyofilm wrapping and bags.
3. Uaxed paper.
4. vJaxed sandwich bags.
5. vJaxed seal paper.
6. Plastic sandwich and pie boxes.
7 • PL9. st ic cups (tupper -:-;are).
8. Waxed paper cups.
9. vade mouthed thermos bottles.
Hints for and/or short cuts in sandwi.ch making wer-e also given.
(copy attached)
Nutrition problems which seemed to be fairly universal with regard
to children and their lunches were:
1. Eost children have to catch an early Morning school bus and
do not eat breakfast before leaving for school.
2. Children as well as adults soon become ticrd of box 11.1.11ches
and do not eat th 811: 1'Tell.
3. The mother who packs a Hell balanced lunch for her cllild
often finds that he is trading wi t11 soraeot.her- child for a lese well
balanced lunch.
4. Even hot schuol lunches in many cases do not solve the
problem because many children have been al.Loned to indu1�:e definite
likes and dislikes "nth regard to food.
A. Avoid last minute rush:
SHORT CUTS IN S.A.NDl:nCH MAKING
(l)
(2 )
(3 )
B. Have a
( 1)
(2)
Plan luncheon menus ahead.
Prepare luncheon spreads when doing regular meal
pr epa r-atd, on.
Prepar e and freeze sandwi ches if you ha ve a freezer.
sandwich center with correct and necessary equipment there�
Week's lunch box menus.
Utensils - wax paper - lunch box storage.
C. Use assennb ly line method fo r preparing lunches:
( 1)
(2 )
(3)
(4)
( 5 )
(6)
(7)
(8 )
Assemble fi lling (soft enough to spre ad) •
Assemble and prepare fruits and/or vegetables.
Line up slices of bread, in pairs.
Spread bread wi th but t e r. or margar-l ne ,
Spread bread with filling.
Add lettuce before closing sandwich.
(Lettuce and other vegetables are better if packaged
separately and added just before eating.)
Stack sandwiche s and cut several at one time.
(Variety in cuts make s the sandwich less monotonous.)
Wrap or package sandwiches individually.
VARIETY OF CUTS FOR SANDWICHES
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The agent has been interested to note the affect of these
luncheon menu discussions on the picnic and potluck luncheon wr�ch she
has attended in recent months. Sandjri.chea are almost never cut in the
conventional plain half. Henus are treLl, planned trLt.h a good variety of
all of the basic 7 foods present.
The agent is continuously gratified to have the 1ilOmen interested
in studying the basic principles of good nutrition. Five years ago 1iJhen
the agent came to the Coconino COlli1ty it was impossible to Get the women
to talk or think nutrition. Throughout all of the nutrition work in
the county in the past years an effort has been made to keep nutrition
on a practical basis. An effort has also been made to keep all foods
discussions and demonstrations on an average cost basis. Neither high
cost or extremely low cost menus have been emphasized although son� of
each are a Inays brought out in the talks and demonstrations.
Host of the rural people in Coconino County have the food for
good nutrition if they properly plan and prepare it� Of course, there
are exceptions to this but they are in the minority. Last year and the
year before 1949-1950 thru our nutrition studies we found that the majority
of our homemakers pr-epar-ed the proper foods but didn't take the time to
eat them themselves. Then too, in many cases the homemakers were over
weight and felt that she could loose weight by skipping certain meals.
Next year 1952 the women have asked to study "more of the Basic 7
with emphasis on foreign dishes." 'They also asked to study bread ma king ,
Both of these projects are good follow ups for the previous nutrition work
1..rhich has been done in the ccunt.y,
Buymanship of Food.
Buyr�nship of food was selected as one. of our problems in
buying for this year, 1951. The importance of good practices in foods
buying was emphasized since foods purcllased play such an important part
in the health of the entir e family.
The aims of this project 'Here:
1. To Lmpr ess homemakers tzi.t.h the importance of planning
what to buy (quality and quantity).
2. To impress homemakers WEn the importance of planning
how much to pay for what th ey warrt (cos t) ...
3. To impress homemaker s wi th the dmpor-tance of reading the
labels on canned .�oods and understanding uhat the label
means (selection).
The role of good foods buying practices nas denons ta-at.ed by
the use of canned veGetables packed by the same cannery but of varying
gr'ades , For example: Reid :r:urdock canning cornpan; packs] 1st quality -
Ilonar-ch and 2nd quality - Yacht Club. \.hile both of tl-:.ese packs are good
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safe foods to eat the 1st quality is a fancier pack than the 2nd quality.
The agent emphasized the importance of buying the pr-oper' quality and type
of fo�ds for each finished product. For example:
1. Cream style corn for corn puddi.ng ,
2. Flaked salmon for salmon loaf.
3. Not solid pack tcna toes for soup, etc.
It 'Has demonstrated that thr-u this means of planning and selection from
5 to 15 cents per can of food can be saved. Also that the food value
(as long as the packer is reputable) woul.d be approximately the same.
Old foods superstitions of combL�tions of foods as well as
'the handling of opened canned foods were discussed. Several homemakers
reported that they had alv�ys been afraid to use a can of food if it
wasn't inmediately emptied from the tin can. The agent endeavored to
explain how and why these foods s�Derstitions had grown to be a part
of the homemakers thoughts. It is amazing the nunilier of superstitions
that still cling to each homemakers thinking. That they can It eat fish
and milk; berries and milk, etc.', at th e same meal.
The Federal Pure Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act was presented to
the women and discussed. Its strong and weak points were pointed out and
discussed. Nany of the homemakers did not realize that this act VIas
effective only if the goods were shipped across state lines.
A, B, and C labeling of canned foods was discussed as well as
the more inforna tive description labels. Seventy-five persent of the
women reported that they liked the descriptive labels that they use the
recipies from. Several of their favorite recipies have been procured in
this 1-JaY. All the homemakers 'were made extremely consious of the part
trhi.ch they can and must play in getting and ID3.intain�g improved labeling
of canned foods and all, packaged foods. The women realized t.ha t since
mare and more foods are being packaged before they have an opportunity
to examine them that descriptive labels are very important and. will
continue to be even more important.
HiGh Altitude Baking.
Fifty-five bulletins on high altitude bakin� were given out
from the office and thru the mail. No demonstrations on cake lilakil1G were
given.
Food Preparation.
In the lc:_te SUl11ITler of the past two years tl:.cre have been
rec;,uests for information on h01-1 canned foods, jellies, jan,s, preserves,
pickles, etc. are judged at the Courrty Fair. In 1949 this request tzas
partially answered by the agent holding one Ie ader trainin;; meetinr, and
give mimeographed score cards for distribution to all interected homemaker c ,
One of' the bi�gest problems, houever , seemed to be that the llOmen did not
knotr how to classify their fruit spreads. Everyone kn-t.s 111 : t jell;y is
but the donfusion about the other sl reads is amazing. One homemaker caLl.s
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everything that she makes jam, another preserves, etc. The agent prepared
as nearly perfect samples as possible of:
1� Jelly.
2. Preserves.
3. Conserves.
4. Jam.
5. Butter.
6. 1,1arnnlade.
These samples along 'tdth mimeographed definitions uere discussed at the
meetings throughout the county. The Jil-Iileter lJaS demonstrated and a
s�nple of jelly was made. This demonstration illustrated:
1. The use of the Jil-meter.
2� The use of liquid pectin, either homemade cr commercial.
3. The sheeting off test in jelly naking ,
These definitions and canned foods score cards gave equ�l opportunity to
each homemaker to select her best canned foods and fruit spreads for the
County Fair.
Freezing.
The preservation of foods t.hr u freezing is very wide spread
in the county. Hany f'armers and ranchers own their mID home freezers.
Because such good coverage on freezing was gotten last year vJith the
three freezing demonstrations held throughout the county no effort was
made t.hl.s year to hold such -vJide spread demonstrations. Fifty inclividuals
requests were answer-ed thru bulletins ar.d personal descussion ard two
freezing schools -vrere held.
Some homemakers have ha d Tjrlpleasant experiences freezing butter.
Thru a fe1iT home visits and pe r-sona.L Lnt.er-v.iews the agent discovered that
those homemaker-s wer-e tzrappf.ng butter in ordinary househo.Ld trax paper.
A very unpleasant kerosene taste developed. Parafine is of course a
derivative of the 0il indus try. This is only 0 ne riore exampl,e of nhat
can happen trhen the proper pa ckagd.ng materials are not used. In all cases
the agerrt attempted to impr ess upon anyone preserving food tbru freezing
the importance of using a good moisture vapor pacl.agi.ng material. Dur ing
the sumner- months the agent keeps samples of the cood and poor types of
packag.ing materials readily available for illustrative purposes. Very
few complaints have been received this year (1951) because of poor pack­
agf.ng of any t:rpe of food except butter. Local mer-chant-s as 1Je11 a s
homemakers are to date 1'1el1 informed in the proper Il.ethods of packa gi.ng
foods for the home free§er.
Two food rreservation schools Here held tIns year in the county,
one at Fredonia and one at Doney Par-k, At both freezin:::; meetin,�s poultry
were packaged. All different types of bood pa cka gdrr- materials trere used.
The homer-aker-s of lTredonia wer-e es.pecially mterested Ln the latest freezin:;
Lnf'or-nat.Lon , It has been two years since 1V'e have had a r eetdn-: on freezin:
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in their area and many netr freezers have been bought in this time. Then
too they 1<Jere verJ interested in the new technique and packaging r:e.terials.
The vaccum packing of meats , poultry, and some vege t.ab.Les tras of special
interest to everyone. Very fe1-1 of the homemakers had previously realized
that they could vaccum pack at home.
The packaging and freezinr.; of ready co ole d and baked foods uas
discussed but none was pac la ged and frozen at the demonstrations. Homemaker-s
are using their freezers mare and nore for short time storage of prepared
foods. This is especially true during the late spring and early SUIDr.er
months 'trIDen frozen rre at s are low and new fruits and veget.ab'Le s are not
yet ready for packaga.ng ,
It is the opinion of the agent that the preservation of food
thru freezing is rapidly over shadmIing other methods of food preservation.
There has been a rapid decrease in the home canning of meats and vegetables
since home freezing has become so popular.
There is a need for commercial locker plant in the Flagstaff
area but so far no one has installed one. Naturally the result of this
lack has been that a greater percent of farmers and ranchers mill
home freezers than 1-JOuld be true if there were a corumer-c.ia'L plant readily
available.
Pressure Carmer Testing.
The agent tested pr-e ssur-e canner lids .J,n July and August in the
county. T�]enty-five lids wer-e tested ani neu gauges and "pop-of'f's"
recommended when needed. One clinic 'VJaS held in the Doney Park area in
combination with the food preservation school.
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HOlcTE IrA-NAGElE NT
Buymanship of Household Equd.pment.,
The agent and specialist planned these meetings so that they
vlOulc lead the women t-owar-ds a consideration of how they spend their money.
Both, the agent and the specialist were anxious to make this "touch" of
buymanship interesting as -Hell as instructive so that eventually some
budgeting vror-k can be done.
The aims of these meetings on buyrnanship were:
�. To improve buying practices.
2. To teach -vJhat to look for in specific cases and where
to get specific information in all cases.
3. To encourage planned rather than impulse buying.
The agent emphasized the fact that there are specific reasons
for todays average homemakers buying practices. That since the homemaker
spends the IlE.jority of the family money sbe must realize:
1. Why'vve aren't good buyers.
2. vthy 1ie should be good buyers.
3. HOVT we can become better and eventually good buyers.
4. How we can know vIhat to buy.
The agent emphasized the principles of good buymanship. They are:
1. Planning what, to buy.
2. Planning hOH much to sp end.
3. Actual selection.
After the general discussion on buyr�ship the specific buymanship of
pots. and pans was discussed. Pots of all types of naterial were shown
and their specific characteristics were discussed. These pans were:
1. Cast almninum
2. Sheet aluminum (light and heavy gage)
3. Granite aluminum (1, 2 ani 3 dip glaze)
4. Stainless steel with and -vri. thout the copper and/or aluminum
core.
5. Caste iron
6. Tin
7. Glass
8. Pottery with inside glaze
lJaturally each woir.an had her O'l.;TI Li.ke s and dislikes soue of 1Jhich 'tv-ere
justified ani s one not. 'Ihe a:;ent endeavored to expLa lm the good and
the bad characteristics of each and reasons why.
S�ecific characteristics of cookie sheets Here demunstra ted by
baking cookies. Three types of pans were used in the sane oven for the
same length of time at the same temperature. The thrt;8 t:T'E..O of cookies
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sheets used were:
1. Black tin pan
2. Pebbled tin pan - shinny
3. Aluminum
The women observed that:
1. The black pan burned the cookies
2� The pebbled pan cooked vJithout brourring (desirable in cookies)
3. The aluminum pan made a brown edge all around the cooties
(not desirable as unbrowned)
Thus they learned that dark metal attracts and holds the heat while briglu.t
shinny metal reflects the heat to a greater or lesser extent.
After the meetings on buyrnanship of pots and pans the agent 1JaS
most interested in the comments made by some of the merchants in the various
t.ovns , Several of the hardware merchants told her that they hadn't known
that there were so many "hot spots" on pans. Comments such asrbhese are
gratifying because this is one way which vTe have to knowing that the
information given is really being used. No mater h0117' good the information
is it is not �'1Orth·�hile unless the homemaker actually uses it.
The agent also emphasized that in her plarming the homemaker
should consider the length of tirne and numb er of times which she pla ns
to use an e special piece of equipment. That cast a.Lunrinum should not be
bought for camp fire cooking. The construction of pots and pans vIas
discussed as 'Hell as the type of material used. The ease of cleaning uas
also taken into consideration.
lIany homemakers remarked that they wished that they had knotrn
all of the points to cons+der before they bought their cooking utensils.
The remarks of t he local mer-chant-s indicates that they Here serious in
their interest.
Kitchen Floor Coverings.
Last yec:r in our kitchen improvement pro ject we were concerned
prir;larily with:
a, '\cJork center
2� 1'Jork space
3. Storage space
Time did no t pe rrrdf us to get the fl�ors covered. The 'Vlomen requested
in our pr-ogram planning for 1951 that we study kitchen floor coverLng s,
This problem was es_pecially pertainent this year because of the number
of nen types of floor 'Coverings on the na rket , The atr.s of this problem
were:
1. To teach the chaxacteristics of various l�tchen floor cover­
ings.
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2. To teach care of floor coverings.
3. To lighten the homerra kers housekeeping task.
The characteristics of the following floor coverings were discussed:
1. Felt backed linoleum.
2. Printed linoleum (three weiehts).
3. Inlaid linoleum (three weight s) •
4. Asphalt tile.
5. Plastic tile.
6. Rubber tile.
Samples of these floor coverings wer-e demonstrated. The comparative and
actual durability of each sample was discussed "t.nth reference to its
initial cost. Emphasis was given to the fact that no linoleum type floor
covering can be durable unless it is laid on a good base floor.
Emphas.i.s Has given to the care of these floor coverings in a
labratory session. Homemakers "frrere asked to select the t�ype of floor
covering in which they were most interested and to test the effect of:
L, A strong detergent (spick and span).
2. A mild detergent.
3. 1m oil.
4. An acid.
5. Clorox.
6. Scouring powder.
7. Steel wool.
A white cloth was used to remove the spots of liquid so that any color
fading could be noticed.
It was found that a strong detergent such as spick and span
had a "bleedingtf effect on almost all of the floor coverings except the
painted surfaces including the felt backed linoleum. Naturally the
scouring powder and steel wool removed a film of the original floor
covering to a greater or lesser extent, depending upon the stren�th of
the scourer. EverJ�hing effected the rubber and plastic tile. The women
were ver-J interested in this phase of the meeting. They really enjoyed
testing the various floor coverings. One 'trJomen tolcl of a "mighty sad"
experience which she had several years ago with asphalt tile. In preparing
breakfast one morning she dropped a piece of hot bacon on the floor. A
hole just the shape of the strip of bacon appeared in the tile. This story
served to illustrate the importance of having cirease resistant asphalt
tile in the kitchen wher-e accidents of this s crt are the rule rather than
the exception.
In the care of these floor coverings the a�cnt enphasized
the follo'trJing of manufacturers r-ecommendat Lons , For exaup.Le r A self
polishing vJater base wax must be used on linoleum type floor cover ings
because of the paste wax having a solvent in it l�hich destroys the linoleum.
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Detergents, 1:J"ater Softeners and Renovation of Blankets.
The homemakers problem vlith hard water is a difficult one.
It is difficult for her to wash dark dishes v.Jithout having them streak,
and for her to wash her clothes without having them become grey ans stiff.
The object of the problem was to teach:
1. How to test water for hardness.
2. How to interprete results in terms of amount and type of
'toTater softener to use.
3. How to renovate a damaged blanket and/or wash and pr e ser-ve
a new blanket.
With the assistance of the Home Namgement Specialist leaders were
trained and later took the infornation back to their clubs.
The water 'Was found to vary in hardness from 15 to 3 grains
of hardness. Fifteen grains of hardness indicated that the homemaker
using that; water would have to use I! cups of a nater softener in a
washer full of water and about 3/4 cup of softener in her first rinse
water. Leaders in each community were loaned the water sampling and
detergent kit so that they could run tests for the hardness of i'Tater at
their club meetings.
An interesting exampl,e of changes which can occur in the hardness
of water was illustrated by two women who attended the Leaders training
meeting from lower Oak Creek. These 1tJomen live two or three miles apart
but each uses Oak Creek as their household 'Hater supply. These women
naturally assumed their water samples would test the same. However ,
this was not the case. The one farthest down the creek had har-der 'tvater
than did the other housewife. This indicated that in the few Idles
involved the water ran thru or over some type of soil or stone which
increased the hardness and hard minerals in the 't-Jater wer e very noticeable.
l1inor occurances of this so rt serve to enphasise to the ID men that each
of them as rural homemakers has a separate problem of her own. Realizing
this the trained leaders were even mor e anxious to adequately relay this
information to each and everyone of their club members.
The problem on renovation of a damaged blanket used the principles
taught on water hardness plus the pr'inciple of soaking the blanket rather
than agitating it. It was emphasized that harshness and shrinkage of a
blanket is caused by:
1. A deposition of soap a�d curds of hardness in and around the
wool fibers.
2. Too hot a water.
3. Too much agitation.
4. Over heating in the dryin,;; proces3.
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The agent felt that one of the mo st i..mpressive portions of the blanket
washing was the discussion of the curds setting in 2nd around the fibers.
These curds also cause greying in cotton clothes. Although homemakers often
feel that they improve th� looks of their clothes with strong bleacnes
such as clorox they actually leave the curds still in the material. They
simply bleach the curd. Thru proper washing methods (the use of the right
quantity and quality of water softener they can eliminate the curd thus
eleminating the necessity for using strong bleaches.
At the leader meeting not only explained how to test water
for hardness but the leaders also demonstrated the washing of a damaged
blanket anQ�ow to brush it.
The agent has been interested to observe that each leader
apparently had a badly damaged blanket at home. Each leader went home
and worked on her own blanket according to 11iss Ryans recommendations.
The results were gratifying to them and impressive to their friends,
neighbors and club members.
l1'urniture Repair.
In answer to special requests the agent conducted one leader
training meeting for LDS ladies on interior repai� of a cr�ir and upholster­
ing. This vJas conducted more or less as are special interest group by
the homemakers working on a chair. In this case all homemakers vlOrked on
one chair. A beautiful job of repairing and recovering this chair was
done. Each woman attending then agreed to help women in her own area
wi th s irnilar probl.ems ,
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EEALTH .&."JD SAFETY
Public Health NUT s e.
The agent has cooperated with the Coconino County Health
department again ��is year. Coconino County is fortunate to again have
a public health nurse who is eager to VJork with all rural groups to
improve the general as well as specific health situation.
Cancer.
The Coconino County rural homemakers participated in the Cancer
control program conducted last year.
Chest X-Ray.
The Chest X-Ray mobile unit visited each community this year.
Honernaker s Clubs made it a part of their program for each member and her
family to have an x-ray taken.
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RECREATION
Recreation played an important part in all homemakers clubs
this year. Each cl ub tried to learn a new game at each neeting. The
recreation leaders really did a good job.
Clubs also met with each other throughout the year for
potluck dinners and par t.Le s , Probably the most outstanding recreation
event for the year was the style show and tea given by the Camp Verde
homemakers in April. The values of the se events are many fold. Some
of these value s are that they:
1. Help women of the rural corcrmni.t.Le s become better acquainted
-v.Jith women from other areas.
2. Create a pride in each comnuni.ty and ,hat they can do.
3. Give women an opportunity to exchange ideas.
4. Let each group see what others are doing.
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INFORl-lATION
Photographic.
The agent took fifty colored slides of extension activities
both adult and 4-H this year. These slides were used at our Family
Community Program Planning meeting and at regular club meetings to give
a bird's eye view of certain phases of the Home Demonstration and 4-H
programs. These slides prove es�ecially helpful in showing clubs and
communities wbat others in their own county are doing.
Colored slides were taken of:
1. 4-H activities.
2. Tailoring projects.
The agent would have liked to include some of these pictures in her
annual report but the cost of reproducing does not seem to be justifyed.
Radio.
The agent gave radio broadcasts on:
1. Food Preservation.
a. Freezing.
b. Pressure canner testing.
2. Tailoring.
3. Program Planning.
a. }�obile mike at the meeting.
b. Results (after the meeting).
Uiscellaneous.
The a gerrt acted in a supervisory capacity over the women I sand
4-H divisions of the Coconino County Fair this year. One of our rural
homemakers, �1rs. Juanita Prinrrner, served as supcr-Lnt.enderrt of the women's
elivision. 1lhis year (1951) was the smoothest running of any fair which
we have had so far. The superintendent arranged for an adequate nun�er
of women to help and each won�n �as eager to do a good job; she was
interested in wt she 1j,,"as doing.
The quality of the exhibits was much improved this year over
thos e of last year. Gradually the WOTllen are Lear-ni.n-; to make improved
selection in the wrk which they br ing to the County l a lr ,
Good co operation is received f'roiu all of t..ie outlyinr"1' areas
for the fair. Some one person or group of persons collects the exhibits
in their own area and br ings t.hem in to the fair. '11 is coop=r atd on makes
for an increased number of exh.ib i.t.s , Ilany pcop l,e ccul.d not aff'or d to nn ke
tvm trips to Flagstaff t4:l brin:: in and l")ick up individu.:lI exh.Ltd.t s ,
